
Daniel And The Very Hungry Lions - The Very
Best Bible Stories

When it comes to Bible stories, one that truly captures the imagination and
teaches valuable lessons is the incredible tale of Daniel and the very hungry
lions. It is a story of unwavering faith in the face of danger, showcasing bravery,
divine protection, and the triumph of good over evil. Through this article, we will
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explore the emotional rollercoaster that is Daniel's encounter with the fierce lions,
and why it stands out as one of the very best Bible stories.

The Setting:

The story of Daniel and the very hungry lions takes place during the time of King
Darius, who ruled over the vast Persian Empire. Daniel, a faithful servant of God,
found favor in the king's eyes due to his exceptional wisdom and integrity.
Jealous officials plotted against Daniel, convincing the king to issue a decree
prohibiting anyone from offering prayers to any god or man except the king
himself.
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Daniel's Unshakable Faith:

Daniel, however, remained true to his unwavering faith in God and continued to
pray openly, refusing to bow down to the unjust decree. When the officials caught
Daniel in the act, they immediately reported it to the king. Facing a difficult
decision, King Darius reluctantly ordered Daniel to be thrown into a den filled with
ferocious, hungry lions.
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This critical moment in the story showcases Daniel's incredible resolve and trust
in God. Despite the imminent danger, Daniel did not waver. Instead, he faithfully
continued to pray and seek God's guidance, fully aware of the possible
consequences. His commitment to putting his faith in God, even when faced with
life-threatening circumstances, is truly inspiring.

The Miraculous End:

As morning broke, King Darius hurried to the den of lions, anxiously calling out to
Daniel. To his surprise and relief, he discovered Daniel alive and unharmed. God
had sent an angel to shut the hungry lions' mouths, protecting Daniel throughout
the night. Witnessing this astounding miracle, King Darius recognized the power
and greatness of the God Daniel served.
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The outcome of Daniel's encounter with the very hungry lions not only solidified
Daniel's reverence for God but also served as a testimony to all those who
witnessed it. The story emphasizes the importance of remaining faithful, even in
the face of overwhelming adversity, and demonstrates that God's protection
knows no bounds.

The Lessons Learned:
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There are several valuable lessons to be gleaned from the story of Daniel and the
very hungry lions. Firstly, it teaches us the significance of maintaining an
unshakable faith, even when going against societal norms or facing persecution
for our beliefs. Daniel's unwavering commitment to God serves as a model of
courage and conviction.

Secondly, the story underlines the power of prayer. Despite knowing the potential
consequences, Daniel did not hesitate to seek God's guidance and protection
through prayer. His steadfast devotion ultimately led to his divine rescue,
demonstrating the significance of having a strong connection with God.

Lastly, Daniel's encounter with the hungry lions showcases God's faithfulness and
His ability to intercede on behalf of His faithful servants. It serves as a reminder
that God is always present, even in our darkest moments, and is willing to protect
and deliver us from harm.

:

The story of Daniel and the very hungry lions is undeniably one of the best Bible
stories ever told. Its gripping plot, filled with intense moments of danger and
divine intervention, captivates readers of all ages. It imparts timeless lessons of
unshakable faith, the power of prayer, and God's unwavering protection.

Through this unforgettable tale, readers are reminded to remain steadfast in their
faith, persevere through adversity, and trust in God's provision. Daniel's bravery
and unwavering faith continue to inspire and challenge believers to this day.
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Teach children 2-4 years old that God is the one true God who lives for ever with
the story of Daniel and the lion’s den.

In this faithful and fun retelling of a classic Bible story, children 2-4 years old will
discover how God protected his faithful servant Daniel from the very hungry lions.
Along with King Darius, children will learn that God is the one true God who lives
for ever.

It teaches some interesting linguistic skills to children, and has bright, vivid, fun-
filled illustrations by Jennifer Davison.
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Not Always Valley Of Tears: Overcoming
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Life is undoubtedly filled with its fair share of challenges and obstacles.
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